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ABSTRACT
Volume-of-fluid (VOF) CFD simulations are carried
out to provide a full description of the lamella
characteristics of a Newtonian laminar jet spreading
over a smooth moving substrate. The jet Reynolds
number and Weber number of the simulations are
respectively in the range of 100-2000 and 200-6000.
The jet-to-substrate velocity ratio is in the range of
0.1-2.5. The numerical results are validated with data
measured on a custom-fabricated spinning disk
experimental apparatus. For various combinations of
liquid properties, nozzle diameters, and jet-substrate
velocities, the lamella dimensions (radius, width and
thickness) obtained by simulations agree well with
experimental measurements. It is found that at a
constant jet diameter and a substrate speed, the
lamella thickness scales with the square root of the
liquid kinematic viscosity.
Keywords: 3D VOF simulation, jet impingement, jet
spreading, lamella dimensions, moving substrate

1. INTRODUCTION
The impingement of high-speed Newtonian and nonNewtonian liquid jets on a moving surface is relevant
to a number of industrial processes, including
impingement cooling and surface coating. Liquid jet
impingement is salient to the railroad industry, where
coating of the rail with Liquid Friction Modifiers
(LFMs) changes the forces at the wheel-rail interface,
resulting in reduced fuel consumption and
maintenance costs [1,2].

The impingement of a liquid jet on a flat moving
substrate has been studied experimentally for a wide
range of liquid properties, surface characteristics, and
jet-to-substrate velocities. Keshavarz et al. [3]
showed that for low surface and jet speeds the liquid
jet spreads laterally from the impingement location
forming a lamella, and is then convected
downstream, producing an overall U-shaped liquid
surface (Figure 1(a)). The U-shape lamella is
superficially similar to the Rankine Half body of
potential flow, although viscosity plays a key role in
determining the lamella geometry. At higher speeds,
above a threshold Reynolds number that is a function
of the surface roughness, the liquid lamella detaches
from the surface, producing jet splash. Keshavarz et
al. [3] also reported that the key parameters in
determining the outcome of jet impact are fluid
viscosity, surface tension, jet and surface speeds.
Kumar [4] examined experimentally the effects of
viscosity and reported a three-regime splashingspreading pattern. Moulson, and Green [5]
subsequently showed that splash could be suppressed
by reducing the surrounding air pressure, thus
proving that the air plays a key role in liquid jet
splash. Recently, Guo [6] studied the effects of
various parameters such as jet and surface speeds and
orifice diameter on the lamella geometry. He also
made detailed measurements of the dimensions of the
liquid surface (Figure 1(b)).
On the numerical side, there have been few attempts
to simulate the impingement of a liquid jet onto a
substrate and present outcome of the liquid jet after
impact, e.g. the free surface characteristics. Gradeck
et al. [7] studied the flow fields of a single
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Figure 1: a) Experimental observation of a liquid jet spreading on a moving surface, b) lamella dimensions
(top view of jet impingement)
water jet impinging on a moving plate for various jets
and nozzle diameters, 17 mm and 20 mm. The
numerical predictions of the location and depth of the
hydraulic jump for conditions used in rolled metal
cooling process were in good agreement with their
experimental observations. More recently, Fujimoto
et al. [8] examined the flow characteristics of a water
jet impinging on a surface covered with a water film.
They reported the effects of the jet velocity and
nozzle-to-plate distance on detailed flow fields.
Later, they extended the simulations to include for
multiple circular water jets (Fujimoto [9]).
Accordingly, they observed the three modes of flow:
stable, unstable, and transient, similar to single jets
impinging.
Several researchers studied the liquid jet
impingement phenomenon for heat transfer purposes
[10-14]. Tong et al. [10] numerically examined the
convective heat transfer of liquid jet at around
impingement site. They found that the jet velocity
had a significant influence on the hydrodynamic
development and heat transfer efficiency. Cho et al.
[11] carried out numerical study to quantify the liquid
surface depth and location for multiple jets in runout
table cooling (ROT) processes. They proposed a
simple equation to predict the pool height form flow
rates, nozzle spacing and pool width. However, most
of the works mentioned above are either for low jet
and surface velocities or, more importantly, aimed at
heat transfer and cooling processes.
The authors know of no previous simulations of highspeed steady laminar jet impingement on a fast
moving surface. Thus, the objective of this paper is to
present the numerical simulation of the threedimensional flow field of a liquid jet spreading on a
moving substrate. For various jet velocities, substrate
velocities, and liquid viscosities, lamella dimensions
(radius, width, and thickness) are calculated. Typical

velocity vectors upstream and downstream of the
impingement point are presented. The corresponding
dimensionless groups for the flow conditions in the
current paper are in the following range: 100 <
𝑅𝑒𝑗𝑒𝑡 < 2000, 200 < 𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑏 < 4500, 200 < 𝑊𝑒𝑗𝑒𝑡 <
6000, 5 < 𝑉𝑗𝑒𝑡 (𝑚. 𝑠 −1 ) < 25, 10 < 𝑉𝑠𝑢𝑏 (𝑚. 𝑠 −1 ) < 60.

The Weber number is presented based on the jet
velocity and diameter.

2. NUMERICAL METHOD
In this section the numerical formulations employed
to obtain the CFD results are presented. The
governing equations are briefly explained. Then, they
are followed by the presentation of the computational
domain, associated boundary conditions, and the
mesh independency check on simulation results.

2.1 Governing Equations
The VOF-based numerical model is used to simulate
the steady liquid jet impingement on a moving
substrate. The VOF approach solves the conservation
of mass and momentum equations for the mixture
phase augmented with a continuity equation for the
volume fraction of one of the phases to track the
interface. The volume fraction for the secondary
phase is obtained via the constraint 𝛼1 + 𝛼2 = 1.
Given the flow is incompressible and the phases are
Newtonian, the VOF model takes the following form
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Here 𝛼1 is the volume fraction of the primary phase,
⃗ are, respectively, the mixture density and
𝜌 and 𝑉
the mixture velocity given by
𝜌 = 𝛼1 𝜌1 + 𝛼2 𝜌2
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where 𝜌1 and 𝜌2 are the density of the phases, and 𝑉
⃗
and 𝑉2 are the velocity of the phases. The mixture
stress tensor is given by
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with 𝜇 = 𝛼1 𝜇1 + 𝛼2 𝜇2 the mixture viscosity; 𝜇1 and
𝜇2 are the viscosity of the phases. 𝐹𝑆𝑇 is the surface
tension force incorporated into the momentum
equation as a source term via the continuum surface
force model proposed by Brackbill et al. [15].
Equilibrium contact angle is considered for all the
simulations under the spreading condition.

2.3 Meshing and Boundary Conditions
Figure 2 shows the generic computational domain
used for the simulations with the associated boundary
conditions. The domain extends from 20D upstream
to 80D downstream of the impingement point, where
D is the jet diameter. The domain dimensions are
given in Figure 2. The lateral walls, considered as the
pressure outlet boundary condition, are extended to
40D to assure their impact on the jet flow and
spreading physics is insignificant. The typical
computational mesh used in the simulations, shown
in Figure 3, highlights the small mesh size used in
regions of high velocity gradients and around the free
surface.

2.2 Dimensionless Governing Equations
Introducing 𝑇 as the characteristic time scale, 𝐷 the
characteristic length scale (jet diameter), 𝑈 the
characteristic velocity scale (jet velocity or substrate
velocity), and 𝑃0 as the reference pressure, we obtain
the following nondimensional variables
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The mixture momentum equation renders
dimensionless as follows
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Figure 2: Schematic of the computational domain
used for the simulations with the associated boundary
conditions (Top); the lateral walls are also considered
as the pressure outlet boundary condition.
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which contains the following non-dimensional groups
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which are respectively, the Strouhal number, the
Euler number, the Reynolds number, the Froude
number, and the Weber number.

Figure 3: The typical computational mesh used in the
simulation

2.4 Mesh Independency Check
To ensure that the obtained data are meshindependent, several flows were simulated with

different mesh densities. In the refinement procedure,
we refined the boundary layer mesh over the moving
surface and the structured mesh around the jet free
surface. Additionally, we slightly refined the mesh in
the outer region of the flow. In general, the lamella
thickness (on the order of 50-100 microns) is
captured by 3-4 computational cells on the coarse
mesh, 5-6 cells on intermediate mesh, and 8-10 cells
on the fine mesh. The velocity profiles within the
lamella thickness on the symmetry plane at x=1.1D
downstream and upstream of the impingement point
for different mesh intensities are shown in Figure 4.
To estimate the discretization error, we followed the

procedure recommended in [16] for the velocity
profiles and lamella thicknesses errors. The
numerical uncertainty in the fine-grid solution was
found to be 4.83% for lamella thicknesses and at
most 1.96% for the velocity profiles.

(a)

(b)

For this particular test, the substrate velocity
was 60 m. s −1 , the jet velocity was 15 m. s −1, the jet
diameter was 650 µm, and the liquid viscosity,
density,
and
surface
tension
were
respectively 40 mPa. s, 1100 kg. m−3 ,
and
0.065 N. m−1 . The corresponding jet Reynolds
number and Weber number are 268 and 2475.

Figure 4: Velocity profile within the lamella for different mesh sizes. (a) Profile extracted along a line normal to
the substrate at r=1.1D downstream of the impingement point, (b) Profile extracted normal to the substrate at
distance r=1.1D upstream of the impingement point.

2.5 Validation with Experiment
The numerical results are validated with data
measured on a custom-fabricated spinning disk
experimental apparatus, as shown schematically in
Figure 5. Details of the experimental procedure and
methodology can be found in Guo and Green [17].
The lamella width and radius from CFD simulations
are compared with experimental results in Figure
6(b). The free surface of the liquid was defined to be
the location in the flow where the volume fraction is
50%. An interesting result is that the ratio W/R is
almost constant, independent of the liquid properties,
the jet-substrate speeds, and the jet diameter, as first

reported by Guo [6]. The numerical predictions are
generally in very good agreement with experimental
findings (5.8% rms variance), and almost lie within
the error bands of the experiments. However, the
agreement between experiments and simulations is
less good if one considers separately the values of W
and R rather than the ratio of the two; both W and R
are slightly over predicted (12.8% on average) by
CFD simulations (see Figure 7). The average
thickness of the lamella may be inferred from the
experimental measurements and application of the
𝑄
continuity equation (ℎ𝑎𝑣𝑔 =
).
𝑊.𝑉𝑠𝑢𝑟

Figure 5: Schematic of experiment apparatus,
including spraying system, nozzle assembly, and
high speed imaging set-up
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Figure 6: a) Free surface from numerical simulation colored by velocity magnitude (m. s −1 ). The substrate is
moving from left to right, b) W/R versus surface speed for constant jet velocity of 12 𝑚. 𝑠 −1 . The jet diameter is
650 µm, and liquid viscosity, density, and surface tension are respectively 65.3 mPa. s, 1100 kg. m−3 , and
0.065 N. m−1 . The liquid-air interface is taken to be the surface on which the void fraction is 50%.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section the spreading liquid jet flow fields,
including the lamella dimensions and velocity
vectors, are presented. Two Reynolds numbers are
defined:
jet
Reynolds
number
(𝑅𝑒𝑗𝑒𝑡 =
𝜌𝑉𝑗𝑒𝑡 𝐷 ⁄𝜇) and substrate Reynolds number (𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑏 =
𝜌𝑉𝑗𝑒𝑡 𝐷 ⁄𝜇 ). The Weber number is also defined based
2
on the jet properties, W𝑒𝑗𝑒𝑡 = 𝜌𝑉𝑗𝑒𝑡
𝐷 ⁄𝜎. In what
follows, the impingement point is chosen to be the
origin of the coordinate axis. The r-axis is the radial
direction and the z-axis is normal to the substrate.

3.1 Lamella Dimensions
Figure 7(a)-(c) respectively show the normalized
lamella radius, width, and thickness as a function of

the jet and substrate Reynolds numbers. The lamella
thickness is extracted on the symmetry plane at 15D
downstream of the impingement point. The
simulation revealed that the lamella thickness
becomes nearly constant sufficiently far downstream
of the impingement location (r>5D for results shown
in the figures). This length, where the lamella
thickness becomes constant, depends on the liquid
properties and the substrate speed. Both W and R are
slightly over predicted and h is slightly under
predicted by the simulation. However, the simulation
results agree well with the experiments, i.e. W and R
decrease with substrate speed and increase with jet
velocity. The lamella thickness, h, is found to vary
inversely with the substrate speed, and vary slightly
with the jet velocity.
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Figure 7: Normalized lamella spread dimensions vs
substrate Reynolds number with the jet
Reynolds number as a parameter.
Through an order of magnitude analysis of the
Navier-Stokes equations in the lamella, Guo [6]
found that the average lamella thickness scales with
the square root of the liquid kinematic viscosity,
similar to the boundary layer thickness in laminar
flows. He found experimental validation for this
theoretical prediction. Figure 8 shows the average
lamella thickness as a function of the square root of
the liquid kinematic viscosity for three different
substrate speeds (15, 30, 60 𝑚. 𝑠 −1 ). The jet diameter
and velocity are kept constant at 650 μm and 20
𝑚. 𝑠 −1 , respectively.
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Figure 8: Normalized lamella thickness vs the square root of liquid kinematic viscosity for various substrate
speeds

3.2 Velocity Vectors

4. CONCLUSIONS

We present a generic velocity profile of a spreading
jet upstream and downstream of the impingement
point. Figure 9(a) shows the velocity vectors
downstream of the impingement point on the
symmetry plane. The vectors are colored by their
corresponding phases; red color indicates the liquid
phase and the blue color indicates the region filled
with air. The lamella thickness gradually decreases as
one moves away from the impingement site and
becomes nearly constant far enough downstream.
Figure 9(b) displays the velocity profiles upstream of
the impingement point. The liquid in close proximity
to the substrate moves with the substrate speed to the
right, while the majority of the lamella thickness
moves in the opposite direction with a velocity
comparable to the jet velocity. There is a stagnation
line along the axis of symmetry of the jet that rises
from just above the substrate near the impingement
point to near the free surface at the leading edge of
the lamella.

Volume of Fluid CFD simulations of a Newtonian
liquid jet spreading over a moving substrate were
performed to obtain a full description of the flow
field within the lamella thickness. A variety of jet
Reynolds number (100-2000), substrate Reynolds
number (200-4500), jet Weber number (200-6000),
and jet-to-substrate velocity (0.1-2.5) were studied.
The numerical results were found to be in good
agreement with the experimental measurements. The
lamella and typical velocity vectors within the
lamella were presented. The key findings of this
paper are






The numerical predictions of the ratio W/R
are in very good agreement with the
experimental results; both show the ratio
remains nearly constant with the substrate
speed.
Both W and R are slightly over predicted
by the simulations, while the lamella
thickness, h, is slightly under predicted.
Consistent with previous findings by Guo
[6], the lamella thickness varies with the
square root of the liquid kinematic
viscosity.
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